Chairman Waxman, Ranking Member Davis, and Distinguished Members of the Committee:

It is a privilege to be asked to testify in this forum today regarding the impact of hedge funds on the ongoing financial crisis. My name is Houman Shadab, and I am a senior research fellow at the Mercatus Center and a participating scholar in the Center’s Financial Markets Working Group. The Mercatus Center is a university-based research, education, and outreach organization affiliated with George Mason University and located on the Arlington, Virginia campus. A core mission of the Mercatus Center is to provide a public service by conducting research in law, economics, and other social sciences that is directly relevant to the issues being deliberated by policy makers. My own research focuses on the regulation of securities, derivatives, and investment companies.

Based upon my research on the activities of hedge funds, there are three important findings I would like to share with the Committee. First, hedge funds did not cause the financial crisis and are in fact helping to mitigate its damage and save taxpayers money. This may seem surprising, but in fact hedge funds have historically made markets more stable and helped their investors conserve wealth in times of economic stress. Second, hedge funds’ short-selling activities have helped draw attention to the poor management and investment decisions of financial companies in recent years. Indeed, when hedge funds short-sell the stocks of unhealthy companies, they help to divert capital from companies that are fundamentally unstable. This not only prevents stock market bubbles from becoming much worse, but it helps to ensure that companies that make sound decisions are rewarded and are able to provide stable jobs for their employees. Finally, existing laws and regulations should be strictly enforced against hedge funds and their managers, but changing how hedge funds are regulated could actually undermine the interests of investors and increase economic instability. If hedge funds are significantly regulated:
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restricted their ability to develop innovative investment strategies, or are required to reveal their strategies to competitors, we all stand to lose from the unique benefits that the funds bring to the economy.

Given the complexity of the issues involved in this inquiry, it is helpful to make the following distinctions to clarify the difference between financial institutions, instruments and activities.

Financial institutions include banks, investment funds, insurance companies, and broker-dealers.

Financial instruments include securities such as bonds and collateralized debt obligations derivatives such as options and credit default swaps.

Financial activities like using leverage and short-selling.

These distinctions are crucial, because what may at first glance seem like a problem relating to a particular type of institution may in fact be a problem having nothing to do with the institution per se but rather a problem relating to a financial instrument or activity. For example, a small but significant and growing portion of the mutual fund industry engages in short-selling. If a policy issue relating to abusive or manipulative short-selling arises and particular mutual funds are implicated, additional regulation and enforcement is best aimed at the abusive short-selling practices in question, regardless of what type of institution engages in them, and not at mutual funds as a whole, most of which engage in no short-selling whatsoever.

To ignore the distinctions between financial institutions, instruments, and practices can mistakenly lead to holding an entire industry accountable for the conduct of a minor portion of its membership, while also failing to address the real underlying problem.

What is a Hedge Fund?

Although there is no specific definition of “hedge fund” under U.S. securities law, best understood a hedge fund is a private investment fund that compensates its manager in part with an annual performance-based fee. An investment fund is a collection of money, often referred to as a “pool,” that gathers capital from investors for the purpose of having that pool of money invested by a manager or investment adviser. Hedge funds thus consist of two separate companies: the management company that controls the fund’s activities, and the underlying fund itself. A hedge fund is “private” in two senses. First, hedge funds are not open to all those who seek to invest in them; they are open only to high net worth individuals and highly capitalized institutions. Hedge funds are also private in the sense that they do not advertise or solicit capital from the public, nor do they make disclosures of their investment activities or investment returns directly to the public. In general, hedge funds make very frequent trades in securities and financial derivatives. However, a significant portion of hedge funds make relatively long-term
investments and may do so in assets other than financial instruments, such as real estate and film production rights.

Hedge funds are often erroneously lumped together with other types of companies and financial institutions. First, hedge funds are not a part of what is commonly understood to be “corporate America.” To the contrary, hedge funds often engage in aggressive shareholder activism against public company executives they think are paid too much or are otherwise not properly running their companies for shareholders. Unlike mutual funds, pensions, and other passive investors, hedge funds are uniquely aggressive and watchful monitors of public companies. A recent study of hedge funds from 2001 to 2006 found that when hedge funds target a company, average CEO compensation declines by approximately $1 million dollars, and the chances of the CEO being replaced also increases.\(^2\) Hedge fund activism as corporate shareholders also creates long-term value, not just for other companies’ shareholders, but also for their creditors.\(^3\) Importantly, when hedge funds help other companies more effectively run their businesses, the funds help employers to create more stable jobs for their employees.

Unlike investment banks, hedge funds do not take part in the process of underwriting new securities, and do not serve as brokers or dealers of securities and derivatives. Investment banks are best understood as financial services conglomerates that, in recent years, used high leverage at levels of 20 or 30 to 1 to profit from their investment operations. This means that for every dollar actually owned by the investment bank, they had borrowed 20 to 30 dollars.

Hedge funds, by contrast, have a single line of business—asset management—and they typically use relatively small amounts of leverage to finance and profit from their investment activities. From 1998 to 2004, researchers at the Bank for International Settlements estimated that average hedge fund leverage dropped from about 8 times assets to 3 times assets.\(^4\) A 2007 study of hedge fund leverage by a Deputy Director of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), which included leverage from borrowed funds and implicit leverage from derivatives, estimated that average hedge fund leverage was 3.9 to 1, with the bulk of leverage coming from derivatives.\(^5\) As of October 2008, the IMF estimated that average global hedge fund leverage from borrowed funds had a ratio of 1.4 to 1.\(^6\)

**Hedge Funds and Mutual Funds**

Of all the other types of financial institutions in the marketplace, hedge funds most closely resemble mutual funds. A mutual fund is a publicly registered pooled investment vehicle that seeks to profit by purchasing stocks, bonds, or other debt securities, earning dividend or interest income, and ultimately selling the securities at a higher price than which they were purchased. Mutual funds are distinct from hedge funds in three important ways.

First, the mutual fund industry is far larger. As of the end of June 2008, the global mutual fund industry consisted of over 68,000 mutual funds, with a total of $24 trillion assets
under management. As of the same date, there were approximately 10,000 hedge funds globally with just over $1.9 trillion in assets. Besides being much smaller than mutual funds, the size of the hedge fund industry is dwarfed by other institutional investors such as pension funds and insurance companies which, in 2006, controlled about $22.7 trillion and $17.4 in assets, respectively. As of January 2007, the total hedge fund industry was less than about one-third the size of the $5.8 trillion market for mortgage-backed securities.

Second, unlike mutual funds, hedge funds are not subject to the Investment Company Act’s restrictions on investment activities. Accordingly, hedge funds employ a far wider range of strategies than mutual funds. Hedge funds often utilize leverage, which can come in the form of borrowing funds or using certain trading strategies to increase the potential gains from any single investment position, or to offset the risks involved with others. Leverage is sometimes necessary for hedge funds to create value, because some investment ideas require amplifications to be successfully implemented. Just as some scientific discoveries require the use of a microscope to be utilized, some hedge funds strategies likewise require the magnifying effect of leverage to be economically meaningful.

Hedge funds also often engage in short-selling when analysis indicates that certain stocks or other financial instruments are overpriced. Besides stocks and bonds, hedge funds also invest in a wide variety of financial instruments. Hedge funds invest in futures, options and derivatives based upon the prices of commodities, foreign currencies, interest rates, and credit obligations. The combination of diverse hedge fund investment practices and their employment of many financial instruments and other assets gives rise to the broad universe of actual hedge fund trading strategies. Indeed, as recently noted on the widely-read hedge fund website AllAboutAlpha.com, it is an open question whether hedge funds could even be defined as a single “asset class.”

At root, the basic business model of a hedge fund rests upon a type of entrepreneurship: a hedge fund manager believes that she has an underappreciated idea about some aspect of the economic system and, by employing financial instruments, seeks to earn gains for herself and her investors on that basis.

Finally, a third crucial difference between mutual funds and hedge funds are the incentives their respective managers face. Like mutual funds, hedge funds compensate their managers with management fees based upon how large the fund is—how many assets it has under management. Yet unlike mutual funds, hedge funds also compensate their managers with a performance-based fee; typically 20 percent of the profits of the fund. Hedge funds are able to charge this type of performance fee based solely upon profits because hedge funds are not subject to the prohibition on such fees under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.

Importantly, hedge fund performance fees are typically subject to contractual limitations known as “hurdle rates” and “high-water marks.” A hurdle rate limits the performance fee allocation to only those situations where the hedge fund manager has actually made a
profit above a predefined amount for their investors in a given time period, which is typically a year. Unlike public corporations, including investment banks such as Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers, where managers may earn a large payout despite the fact that their company was performing poorly and their investors suffered massive losses, a hedge fund manager can never earn a performance fee unless a genuine profit is made for investors and any prior losses are first recouped. To ensure the manager receives no performance fee until prior losses are recouped, most funds are also subject to a “high water mark” provision that prevents performance fees from being charged until the fund has surpassed its previous all time high. While managers of billion dollar plus hedge funds could earn a substantial income based upon management fee alone, most hedge fund managers rely on this income to cover business costs and rely on the performance fee to incentivize its employees. Since most hedge funds are owner-operated, golden parachutes and other types of guaranteed-compensation agreements are unheard of in the hedge fund world.

Unlike mutual fund managers, a hedge fund manager or advisory firm typically invests in the very funds they manage, thus helping them to strike a healthy balance between taking risks to earn performance fees while still preserving wealth for their investors. Although few empirical studies assess the impact of managerial co-ownership on investor returns, a study of a representative sample of 7,535 hedge funds from 1995 to 2004 found a positive and statistically significant relationship between co-investment and performance. Research also shows that hedge fund managers are constrained from excessive risk-taking by career concerns. Overall, hedge fund manager compensation does not seem to create incentives for excessive risk-taking. Empirical evidence finds that managers care more about preventing a fund from collapsing than earning high performance fees, as evidenced by the tendency of managers to cut back on risk-taking to avoid collapse of the fund even though doing so may jeopardize surpassing the high-water mark required to earn a performance fee.13

The ability to engage in a wide variety of investment strategies, and the incentives to share in a portion of the profits of a successfully implemented strategy, likely has played a large role in hedge funds living up to their names as “hedges,” or fund that protect their investors against overall downturns in the stock market and the general economy. For instance, during the recession and stock market downturn from 2000 to 2002 following the bursting of the dot-com bubble, hedge funds as a whole earned low single digit yet nonetheless positive returns for their investors while the economy went into a recession and the stock market produced three straight years of losses for investors.14

Even throughout 2008, while hedge funds have experienced the worst losses in their entire history as an industry, they have still managed to shield their investors’ wealth from the massive losses experienced by mutual funds and the stock market more generally. From January through October 2008, the U.S. stock market lost 32 percent of its value while the average hedge fund lost approximately 15.48 percent. This hedge fund performance figure is net of fees and includes the nearly month-long ban on short-selling financial companies, which undoubtedly had a negative impact on hedge fund performance.
The conclusion to be drawn from hedge fund performance is straightforward: when viewed from the perspective of helping to diversify an investment portfolio, hedge funds are less risky than investing in stocks or mutual funds.

**How Are Hedge Funds Regulated?**

Although hedge funds are often described as “unregulated,” a substantial body of federal and state law restricts the activities of the funds and their managers and requires certain mandatory disclosures. First, hedge funds are fully subject to the prohibitions against fraud under the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (Exchange Act), and the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (Advisers Act). Under the latter two statutes, mere negligence is sufficient for being found liable for fraud. And because fraud includes making misleading statements or omissions, hedge funds typically make comprehensive disclosures to avoid later being found liable for omitting any important fact to investors. For instance, under the Advisers Act, a hedge fund can be found liable for lying to investors about investment strategies, experience and credentials, risks associated with the fund, and valuation of the fund’s assets.

Second, under the Exchange Act and its regulations, hedge funds are prohibited from trading upon material inside information, from engaging in abusive short-selling, and from manipulating the prices of securities and other financial instruments used by any other type of practice.

Third, hedge funds are also subject to the Exchange Act’s disclosure requirements that require any investor to make public disclosures upon making a significant stake in public companies. Accordingly, a hedge fund must make a public disclosure as a large shareholder within 10 days of becoming an owner of more than 5 percent of a public company’s voting securities, must make a public disclosure as a company insider upon owning 10 percent or more of a company’s securities, and must quarterly disclose all of their stockholdings as a large institutional investor whenever holding more than $100 million in public company stock or exchange-traded options.

**Public Information About Hedge Funds**

It is often claimed that hedge funds are secretive and that little is known by the public and regulators about their characteristics, investment activities, and risks they pose to the economy. While it is true that hedge fund operate outside the full regime of disclosure applicable to public investment funds, to comply with the law, hedge funds must and generally do make true, accurate, and comprehensive disclosures to investors. In addition, there is an abundance of information available to the public about hedge funds, much of which is available for free on the Internet. Hedge funds typically furnish directly to potential investors a private placement memorandum (“PPM”). A PPM is widely-utilized standard form disclosure which contains the type of information that would be provided by a registration statement publicly filed under section 5 of the Securities Act, along with the unique facts and circumstances about the fund. Accordingly, hedge funds typically disclose the
following information in connection with a private placement: a basic description of the fund including its investment objectives, strategies, and the types of securities the fund purchases; risks pertaining to its investment strategy and regulatory and tax issues; a description of how fees are calculated and conflicts of interest by the managers or other principals; a summary of the terms of the fund, how it is managed and organized, and how investors can redeem shares; and financial statements including net asset value and how it is calculated. Third parties such as Morningstar are also increasingly compiling and making public information relevant to evaluating and investing in different hedge funds.

Furthermore, as competition for investor capital increases and investors become more sophisticated and comfortable with the funds, investors are increasingly demanding that hedge funds disclose information about the types of investments they make, their risk management policies, and other practices. Indeed, hedge funds, their investors, and third parties such as trade groups are increasingly recommending substantial transparency as a best practice. As the industry becomes more prominent and institutionalized, and as competition for investors grows, hedge funds are likely to further expand and standardize disclosures to avoid liability and meet investor demand.

Many hedge funds either choose to or are legally required to make significant additional disclosures. For instance, it is estimated that 50 percent of hedge fund managers voluntarily register under the Advisers Act and submit to its disclosure requirements, and some portion of those do so to signal quality and accountability to investors. As of July 2007, about 1,977 hedge fund managers were registered with the SEC, and a 2007 fund manager survey found that 87 percent of all managers registered either with the SEC, Commodities Future Trading Commission (“CFTC”), National Association of Securities Dealers, or a state regulatory authority.

A substantial body of information about hedge funds is in the public domain and much of is accessible to a general audience. This information includes book-length treatments; academic, industry, and government studies; and massive coverage in the popular press. News services, blogs, and other sources of information provide, in near real-time, news and analysis of the industry, including monthly performance figures, asset flows, and employee turnover.

**Hedge Funds and the Subprime Mortgage-Initiated Credit Crisis**

Because hedge funds are often erroneously lumped together with the institutions and persons that together comprise “Wall Street,” hedge funds are likewise erroneously blamed for a crisis that derived in large part from the actions of banking professionals. However, despite being greatly impacted by the financial crisis, hedge funds did not initiate the financial crisis. The financial crisis would have happened even if hedge funds had never existed.

Hedge funds did not make mortgage loans and did not repackaged the loans into securities. Hedge funds did not give risky mortgage securities investment grade ratings, and did not
cause banks to be unwilling to lend each other money. Unlike investment banks, hedge funds did not routinely make bad investments in long-term mortgage securities and then run out of short-term, commercial paper funding. Through September of 2008, total global write-downs of structured securities by financial institutions was $760 billion, of which $580 billion, or 75 percent, were incurred by banks, and $60 billion or 7.8 percent, were incurred by hedge funds and all other nonbank institutions. As a result, hedge funds have never needed a penny of taxpayer money throughout this crisis.

The closest point of contact that hedge funds made with one of the root causes of the credit crisis was as purchasers of collateralized debt obligations (CDO). A CDO is a debt security, like a bond, whose payments are backed by other bond-like securities, such as mortgage-backed securities. A mortgage-backed security is a bond that entitles its owner to a stream of payments from an underlying group of bundled mortgages.

CDOs were first developed in 1987, but the annual sales of new CDOs did not surpass $100 billion until 1998. By 2005, the CDO market consisted of $1.1 trillion in assets, and after the turn of the century was increasingly being comprised of assets backed by mortgages. By 2007, anywhere from one-half to three quarters of CDO collateral was backed by subprime mortgage-backed securities. Large commercial banks such as Wachovia and large investment banks such as Lehman Brothers were the major sponsors and managers of CDOs. Investment bank underwriters issued CDOs in part because they earned millions of dollars in fees by structuring CDOs for investors. For example, in the first eight months of 2005, Merrill Lynch and Citigroup each earned over $100 million in fees from selling CDOs to investors.

Some commentators have claimed that hedge funds, by investing in CDOs, helped to fuel the credit bubble. The underlying theory would be that hedge funds helped to create an excessive demand for mortgages and other forms of credit by being ready buyers of securities ultimately backed by such loans. This view of hedge funds’ role in the credit crisis is misleading and is not supported by evidence of their actual activities in the structured credit markets.

First, hedge funds were never the primary drivers of the CDO market. The purchasers of CDOs overwhelming consisted of banks, including those that retained the CDOs they did not sell, insurance companies, pension funds, other special purchase vehicles, and mutual funds. These investors often sought to invest in CDOs because federal law or their own policies limited them to investing only in investment grade debt securities. When CDOs are sold, the transaction is structured so that the overwhelming majority of the CDO securities receive an investment grade rating by credit ratings agencies (regardless of whether they actually deserved it).

According to data provided by Credit Suisse and reported by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), as of July 2007, the total size of the U.S. CDO market was $900 billion. Although data on hedge funds’ total purchases is difficult to obtain, most sources confirm that it was relatively minor. According to my own estimates based upon data provided to me by HedgeFund.Net, the total size of hedge funds that focused their strategies in CDOs
was somewhere around 7 billion as of July 2007. According to a survey of hedge fund prime brokers by Fitch Ratings, the typical hedge fund leverage for hedge funds engaged in trading CDOs was anywhere from six to 10 times their equity in the 2005 to 2007 period. Thus, even assuming hedge funds that specialized CDOs used the maximum leverage and bought $70 billion worth of CDO securities, they still would have only accounted for 7.7 percent of the approximately $900 billion mid-2007 CDO market.

Even based upon even more generous assumptions, hedge funds would not turn out to be the major investors in CDOs. According to Hedge Fund Research, by year-end 2007 the total asset size of hedge funds that invested in CDOs and other asset-backed securities as part of a trading strategy involving the relative value of such securities was $26.27 billion. Because hedge funds focused in the fixed income debt markets have been estimated to have leverage of up to 10 times their equity, even assuming that such funds used the maximum leverage and used all of their funds purchase CDOs, they still would have only accounted for 29 percent of the CDO market.

The relatively low participation of hedge funds in the CDO market is also reflected in data reported by the IMF. As of 2007, it is estimated that hedge funds accounted for approximately 10 percent of the investor base of equity CDO securities, the riskiest type of CDO security; where as the primary investors were banks, other structured finance assets managers, insurance companies, and pension funds. According to the same IMF data source, an estimated half of all hedge funds’ CDO investments were in CDO equity. Because CDO equity securities typically accounted for 5 or less percent of the value of all of the CDOs issued in a single CDO deal, the fact that hedge funds concentrated their CDO purchases into CDO equity means that hedge funds never even came close to being the primary purchasers of investment grade rated CDO securities.

Looking at the issue from the perspective of the hedge fund industry reveals that only a small portion of hedge funds had anything to do with CDOs. When compared to the size of the hedge fund industry as a whole, even at its peak of $70 billion in the middle of 2007, the assets of hedge funds devoted to the structured credit markets was less than four percent of the nearly $2 trillion industry at the time.

The fact that hedge funds focused their CDO investments in the riskiest type of CDO also suggests that the funds’ purchases were not driving CDO deals. This is because the very purpose of a CDO deal is to take lower grade bonds, repackage the priority of payments, and issue investment grade securities. In addition, CDO equity shares are relatively easy to sell, and therefore the CDO manager could have found other purchasers for them besides hedge funds. Indeed, the riskiest types of CDOs are routinely not even sold, and are actually held by the bank issuing the deal. CDO equity is uniquely attractive to investors for a number of reasons, including because it is a type of nonrecourse loan—meaning that its holders are not liable for any losses of the CDO—and because its value is not as sensitive to collateral losses as are the other types of CDOs. Hedge funds’ interest in CDO equity also undermines the notion that hedge funds were deeply involved with the type of securities that ultimately led to the financial crisis. It was the investment grade rated CDOs that were retained by the banks and that were ultimately downgraded.
that instigated billions of dollars of write-downs and the general suspiciousness of credit quality—not the unrated CDO equity securities which were not considered by anyone to be a safe long-term investment.

One reason why hedge funds were relatively small players in both the market for mortgage-backed securities and the CDO market are the incentives faced by hedge fund managers. Because hedge managers share in the profits of the fund and often invest their own money in the fund, they have especially strong incentives to do the research necessary to determine the true worth of any securities they invest in. Furthermore, hedge fund managers were able to approach the market without any preconceived notion about value. Investment banks, on the other hand, had sold CDOs to their clients and retained highly rated CDO securities and therefore had both economic and reputational reasons to believe that CDOs were good investments. For example, in part because investment banks recommended and sold CDOs to clients, the traders at Goldman Sachs had “heated debates” about how much capital to devote to trading against subprime loans, and Deutsche Bank’s head trader responsible for profiting from the subprime collapse had to endure significant criticism from his colleagues for taking investment positions against the housing market. Investment banker incentives were also not as narrowly tailored to creating value for investors (unlike hedge funds). Investment bank professionals engaging in underwriting activities earned performance-based compensation based in large part on the amount of fees they generated for the bank in the previous year, and not on whether the securities they issued produced long-term gains for clients or increased the price of the investment bank’s stock.

Accordingly, hedge fund managers routinely ignored evaluations of mortgage-backed securities issued by credit rating agencies and instead did their own proprietary research. One hedge fund manager stated that he could not “rely on ratings agencies or underwriters to” determine whether a credit product is “high-grade” and that mortgage “[d]efaults and delinquency likelihoods and prepayment drop-offs . . . are all, to some extent, knowable if you put the time in” to research. And because of hedge funds’ abilities to short sell and to trade derivatives at low cost, they were able to actually employ innovative investment strategies to hedge risk and profit from erroneous valuations of subprime-backed securities. A typical hedge fund strategy in this respect in part involved taking a short position in investment grade CDO securities. To the extent this activity impacted markets more broadly, it told investors that too many mortgages were being made to homeowners. To the extent hedge funds’ shorting of CDO slices increased the interest rates that had to be paid out to CDO investors, hedge funds could have actually prevented homeowners from taking out mortgages they ultimately could not afford.

Not only did hedge funds not initiate the credit crisis or meaningfully exacerbate it by purchasing securities ultimately backed by mortgages, but they are also helping to solve the crisis. In recent years hedge funds have become significant players in the credit markets. The assets of hedge funds dealing in credit or debt instruments grew to reach over $300 billion in 2005. According to one survey, by 2005, hedge funds accounted for one-half of the trading volume in structured credit markets. As widely recognized
by academics, market commentators, and intergovernmental organizations such as the IMF, an important effect of hedge funds’ involvement in credit markets is to increase liquidity and price discovery. This means that credit market hedge funds helped to make the overall financial market more stable. Greater liquidity means that someone can sell mortgage-backed securities without suffering even worse losses—often because a hedge fund is willing to make that purchase. Increased price discovery means that the interest rates paid out by credit instruments more accurately reflect the risks involved, thereby helping to prevent unpleasant surprises. Hedge funds and traditional distressed debt investment funds raised significant amounts of capital in 2007 that helped other companies to offload their poorly performing securities, including mortgage-related securities. The total assets of hedge funds focused on purchasing poorly performing securities from other companies grew to approximately $108 billion by the third quarter of 2008. By purchasing poorly performing mortgage-backed securities, hedge funds are helping the market to find a bottom, keeping prices from declining further, and are protecting taxpayers from having to fund the purchase of mortgage debt. Hedge funds are estimated to currently be holding about $400 billion in cash, some of which may be invested in the parts of our economy which could most use infusions of capital.

In sum, hedge funds did not artificially drive up the prices of securities relating to mortgage-backed loans, and did not thereby create excess demand for mortgage loans which eventually hurt homeowners and the economy. Hedge funds’ largest impact on the credit markets was to provide much needed liquidity and money to purchase the bad investments made by banks and other entities.

**Hedge Funds and Credit Default Swaps**

Another issue regarding hedge funds’ involvement with the financial crisis and mortgage-backed securities is the extent to which the funds fueled the supply of credit, not by purchasing CDOs and other types of debt securities, but rather by selling protection on debt securities in the form of credit default swaps. A credit default swap (CDS) is a contract between two parties. In its simplest form, one party, the protection buyer, agrees to pay another party, the protection seller, a specified amount per month in exchange for the protection seller covering some credit risk to which the buyer is exposed. So, if the protection seller made a loan to a third party, the protection seller must cover the loan to the protection buyer in case the original borrower defaults.

The total value of the CDS market is estimated by the Depository Trust Clearing Corporation to be $34.8 trillion dollars. Hedge funds are major participants in the CDS market. According to data provided by Greenwich Associates and compiled by Fitch Ratings, in 2004 hedge funds accounted for approximately 29 percent of the outstanding trading volume of CDSs, and by 2006 that number increased to approximately 58 percent. In 2006, hedge funds were net sellers of CDS protection, estimated to account for 32 percent of the seller’s market and 28 percent of the buyer’s market. Hedge funds were not the largest participants, however; in 2006, banks accounted for 59 percent of all protection purchases and 43 percent of all sales.
One issue relevant to hedge funds’ involvement in the CDS market is the extent to which selling CDS protection made it easier for CDOs and other mortgage-related securities to be issued. Certainly, without the ability to hedge against perceived losses on CDO products, many issuers and investors would likely not have issued them in the first place, and thereby avoided the losses associated with the securities. On the other hand, because hedge funds were willing and able to protect banks and other parties against losses, hedge funds absorbed some of their losses, thereby mitigating what would have been a more disastrous level of write-downs and investment losses to banks, insurers, and other parties.

Furthermore, because hedge funds are both buyers and sellers of CDS protection, hedge funds brought “much-needed liquidity” to the CDS market. By trading CDS contracts, hedge funds helped the entire market to better discover the true risks associated not only with CDOs and other mortgage related securities, but also with the very health of financial institutions. Accordingly, while hedge funds and other parties to CDS contracts may have increased the issuance of mortgage-related securities, they also helped to stabilize the system once their losses manifested. In this sense, hedge funds provided seat belts to CDO drivers. While CDOs may not have driven so fast without the CDS protection being offered, once the crash came about the seat belts certainly helped to mitigate the damage once the crash came. It seems more appropriate to blame CDO issuers and investors for taking on such risks in the first place, not those who offered and delivered the protection.

The second issue regarding hedge funds’ sales of CDS protection is the extent to which the funds agreed to deliver too much protection, and may have suffered massive losses as a result of eventually having to pay up. According to a survey of hedge fund prime brokers by Fitch Ratings, the typical leverage for hedge funds trading CDSs in the 2005 to 2007 period was 20 to 1. While many regulators and commentators have expressed concern that losses associated with having to pay out to CDS protection buyers could cause hedge funds to collapse and take other companies down with them, this risk has yet to manifest itself. As demonstrated by the auction on CDS contracts written on bonds issued by Lehman Brothers, hedge funds appropriately managed the risks associated with writing CDS protection, in part by offsetting their exposures by buying CDS protection and increasing their collateral to provide a cushion against Lehman’s ultimate bankruptcy. Selling CDS protection has not caused widespread losses among hedge funds. This means that hedge funds have absorbed losses that would likely be borne by banks and, ultimately, American taxpayers.

To the extent there are remaining questions regarding the lack of centralized information regarding outstanding CDS risk exposures, those issues have to do with the nature of CDSs as financial instruments and not with the institutions, hedge funds or otherwise, that utilize the contracts. Indeed, the CDS market is already moving toward centralizing the clearing and settlement function for the vast majority of CDS trades.
Hedge Funds and Short-Selling

Hedge funds’ role in the credit crisis has also centered on the extent to which the funds’ engagement in short-selling may have caused the collapse of financial institutions such as Bear Sterns and Lehman Brothers. A short-sale is an attempt to profit from the price in the drop of a stock, and it entails a short-seller borrowing a stock, selling it, repurchasing the stock, and then giving it back to the lender. At the outset, it should be noted that only about one-third of the hedge fund industry engages in short-selling stocks as the primary part of their overall investment strategy of also purchasing stocks the hedge fund manager believes to be undervalued. Other short-sellers include dealers in securities and exchange specialists, institutional investors, private investors, and members of the relatively new category of long/short mutual funds.

Federal regulation applies to the activity of short-selling, regardless of who engages in it, in three basic ways. First, it is illegal to short sell a stock without first locating a stock lender and without having the intention to do so by the time the sale settles. Second, institutional investors, such as hedge funds and mutual funds, owning more than $100 million in stock must through August 2009 disclose their short sales to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on a weekly basis, in accordance with new rules passed by the Commission. Finally, any attempt to manipulate markets in conjunction with short selling, such as by spreading false rumors about a company that one has engaged a short-sale in, is strictly prohibited, just as spreading false rumors about a company whose stock one has purchased is prohibited.

Although failed executives such as Enron’s Ken Lay and Lehman Brothers’ Richard Fuld routinely blame short-sellers for causing bankruptcies, academic studies almost universally find that short-selling makes markets more efficient by bringing the price of a stock closer to its true, fundamental value. In addition, academic studies have never found that short-sellers are able to cause the bankruptcy of otherwise healthy companies merely by engaging in repeated short-sales of their stock. Hedge fund short sellers were the first to draw public attention to the dangers associated with investment banks’ involvement with mortgage-backed securities. Short-sellers generally act like watch dogs over public companies, and conduct in-depth research to make sure that financial statements are not being used as a form of subtle company propaganda. Had investors sold their shares in Lehman Brothers when attention was brought to the poor quality of its balance sheet by hedge fund short-seller David Einhorn in March of 2008, they may have been able to avoid the eventual losses for which Mr. Einhorn served as an early warning.

During the recent SEC ban on short-selling (which lasted from September 19, 2008 through October 8, 2008), the shares of nearly a thousand financial companies an exchange traded fund that tracks the stock performance of the financial sector dropped by 38.82 percent—more than it had dropped the entire year up through the ban. Once the short-sale ban was lifted, the stocks of the affected companies did not fall in response to short-sellers being once again permitted to sell their stocks; to the contrary, financial companies stocks actually slightly increased through the month subsequent to the ban being lifted.
On July 13, 2008, the SEC announced that it was conducting investigations into allegations of manipulative short-selling along with the spreading of false rumors regarding the health of financial company stocks. To date, the SEC has yet to bring any enforcement actions relating to short sales of financial companies.

It should be noted that there is nothing about how hedge funds are regulated that makes engaging in illegal or manipulative short-selling any easier for hedge funds than other institutions. While the lack of restrictions under the Investment Company Act makes it economically more feasible for hedge funds to engage in short-selling relative to mutual funds, not being required to disclose their stockholdings on a quarterly basis as mutual funds must does not facilitate illegal short sales. For example, in what seems to be the SEC’s only 2008 enforcement action for illegally spreading false rumors in connection with short sales, the Commission on April 28 brought an action against a trader at a broker-dealer who disseminated false rumors via an instant messaging system about a data management company—hardly an activity arising from anything having to do with hedge funds.

Evidence demonstrates that hedge funds’ involvement with short-selling is overwhelming beneficial for all investors and the integrity of market prices. Given that the SEC already requires hedge funds and other large institutional investors to disclose short positions on a weekly basis, there is no case for bringing additional oversight or regulation to hedge funds on the basis of short-selling without serious consideration of the unintended consequences that would likely result.

**Hedge Fund and Systemic Risk to the Economy**

A final issue about hedge funds relevant to their role in the financial crisis and public policy is the extent to which hedge funds pose a systemic risk to the entire, or at least large portions of, the financial system.

Systemic risk arises because of the interconnectedness of financial institutions. The theory is that if one large or several large hedge funds experience losses, such losses may spread to other hedge funds or financial institutions and in turn severely undermine the stability of the financial system. Based upon how hedge funds operate and the dangers involved in increasing restrictions on the industry to monitor systemic risk, anything more than the type of ad hoc inspections that the Federal Reserve is already engaged in does not seem warranted.

First, hedge fund losses do not seem to threaten the economy. Although the memory of the failed $4 billion hedge fund Long Term Capital Management (LTCM) often drives concerns about the risks that hedge funds pose to the economy, the industry has come a long way since LTCM which, in retrospect, did not actually pose a threat to the financial system. In September 2006, for example, the hedge fund Amaranth, which was approximately $2 billion larger than LTCM, collapsed in about one week without any market disruptions whatsoever.
Although hedge fund losses may spread within the industry, including among funds that employ different trading strategies, financial economists have found that hedge fund losses do not spread to the general economy. The recent economic turmoil is a case in point. Widespread and sustained losses in the hedge fund industry did not begin until June of 2008, several months after the stock market began to experience persistent monthly losses in November of 2007. In August of 2008, when several large quantitative hedge funds experienced losses and the hedge fund industry globally declined by over 2 percent, the U.S. stock market, as measured by the S&P 500 stock Index, actually increased by about 1.3 percent. While some hedge funds have suffered substantial losses throughout this crisis, none of those losses have threatened the broader economy. And while hedge fund investor redemptions have certainly caused stock markets to decline, these losses are second order effects of the credit crisis and are no different than the redemptions and price declines that resulted from mutual fund investors redeeming their shares.

Second, although highly leveraged financial institutions may threaten the stability of the financial system if forced to unwind bad investments, hedge funds should not generally be considered among the class of highly leveraged financial institutions. Average hedge fund leverage is estimated to be anywhere from 1.7 to 3.9 to 1, with the latter figure including leverage not just from borrowings, but also leverage through using derivatives. While some hedge funds may be leveraged up to 10 to 20 times by making investments from short-term borrowings from their prime brokers or other parties, high leverage by itself is not necessarily an indicator of risk, either to hedge fund investors of the economy. Academic studies do not have a clear conclusion regarding whether funds that use more leverage have a higher chance of collapsing. This is because increasing leverage can be used to offset the risks to which a fund is exposed. Indeed, a 2006 study found that hedge funds that employed leverage through using derivatives were actually safer than hedge funds that did not. This finding is important, because hedge funds primarily obtain their leverage through derivatives, not borrowing.

In addition, most hedge funds leverage their positions with prime brokers far below the maximum allowed, somewhere between the range of 40 to 60 percent, which suggests that the funds and their brokers routinely exercise strong risk management by purposely adding a liquidity cushion for times of market stress. Importantly, empirical studies on the issue find that hedge funds become less prone to collapsing as their size grows, which generally decreases concern about the risk of large fund collapses.

Third, the recently proposed idea of creating a permanent regulatory agency tasked with measuring economy-wide systemic risk ought to be considered with caution as it is unlikely to achieve its purpose and may even increase overall systemic risk. As Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke noted in May 2006 testimony regarding a proposal for federal regulators to monitor hedge fund liquidity risk, to be successfully implemented, regulators would need to: gather sensitive information from all major financial market participants, process the massive and fluctuating data accurately and at least daily, and
respond to a high risk exposure without causing a financial crisis, for example, by forcing funds to simultaneously exit the same risky position.

Chairman Bernanke rejected the idea that regulators should create a database of hedge fund positions. For the very same reasons, any attempt at universal oversight of hedge fund leverage would not only carry the burden of compliance costs, but could also reduce performance of well-performing but leveraged hedge funds, overwhelm regulators in trying to make complex calculations regarding hedge fund risk exposures, and create a false sense of security among prime brokers, investors, and other hedge fund monitors. As an alternative to direct oversight of hedge funds, federal regulators may find it more useful to focus on the risk exposures that banks, broker-dealers, and other regulated entities have to hedge funds.71

Conclusion

The financial crisis has brought untold dislocations to our financial systems and is bleeding into the non-financial economy. Hedge funds, like other market participants, have not remained immune from its effects. There are still many questions left unanswered about the nature of the crisis and how best to proceed, and the Committee would be right in seeking further answers. One major issue is whether the credit ratings agencies should be allowed to rate structured products for the purposes of permitting pensions and other investors to purchase structured securities.

Another issue is to the extent to which the restrictions placed upon mutual funds in engaging in hedge fund-like trading strategies should be revisited, as the SEC once suggested. More broadly, the extent to which more investors should be able to participate in the hedge fund market and benefit from the protection they provide against losses deserves inquiry. Other nations, such as Australia, Hong Kong, and Ireland, allow ordinary investors far greater access to hedge funds than allowed in the United States. The impact on investors in those nations is worthy of study.

However, based upon the empirical evidence, it does not seem that changing the already substantial body of law applicable to hedge funds will help to ameliorate this crisis or prevent another one from happening. Restricting the ability of hedge funds to utilize leverage may interfere with their ability to provide value to investors in cases where investment ideas need to be magnified for the trading strategy to be meaningful. Interfering with hedge fund manager compensation agreements could reduce their incentives to engage in in-depth research and costly investment strategies, including those that involve restraining the excesses of public company managers. Furthermore, even sophisticated hedge fund investors do not demand that hedge funds disclose their precise investment positions. It is unclear whether such information could provide meaningful information about the risks that hedge funds pose without, at the same time, inhibiting the incentives for hedge funds to reduce risk in the economy and creating a sense of complacency in the markets.
The financial crisis has deeply impacted the lives of Americans, and we all have a stake in ensuring that the crisis is prudently resolved. While it may be tempting to lump hedge funds in with other financial institutions that were directly involved with the crisis, and hedge fund managers with other highly compensated financial professionals, we must be very careful to make the appropriate distinctions to ensure that the policy responses to the crisis do not end up adding to the damage already done and prevent the economy from ultimately recovering.

1 Much of the background research on hedge funds contained in this testimony is taken from my academic-length treatment of the subject in The Law and Economics of Hedge Funds: Financial Innovation and Investor Protection, 6 Berkeley Bus. L. J. (forthcoming 2009), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1066808. I would like to thank Katelyn E. Christ and Stefanie Haeffele for their invaluable research assistance with preparation of this testimony.
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